Design & Specification
Checklist
1 M2 engineeered board: 
Meeting ANSI A 208 1-2016 standards.
2 Fully captured backpanel: 
A 1/2-inch fully captured back panel adds durability and
structural integrity, while a 3/4-inch back stretcher
resists racking.
3 HPL or TFL laminate: 
Superior wear and impact resistance compared to
wood and metal. Choose from countless colors and
patterns for aesthetically appealing casework.
4 Robust drawer construction: 
A full 4-sided drawer design includes 1/2-inch thick
side members, hardwood dowel joinery and a full
1/2-inch thick non-racking, non deflecting platform
bottom.
5 Heavy-load drawer slides: 
100-pound rated, full-extention, minimum Grade 1
per ANSI/BHMA A156.9.

11 3mm edgebanding: 
Visually attractive, as it forms a rounder smooth
edge. Offers best impact resistance.

6 Best-in-class 32mm construction: 
A 32mm construction method assures consistent quality and conformity while reducing manufacturing costs.
It also allows for better interchangeability and easier
hardware placement.

12 Division 12: 
By specifying Division 12 you ensure that your
project is built by a national company that provides
product repeatablity, delivers the volume you need,
and is financially stable.

7 Anti-tip shelf supports: 
Adjustable anti-tilt twin pin polypropylene shelf clips
are seismic-rated and lock in place to provide a dispersed shelf load. No tipping!

13 AWI premium-grade joinery: 
Fully concealed interlocking mechanical fasteners or dowel construction for durability and tight
tolerances.

8 Easy to clean interiors: 
Thermally fused melamine, not low-pressure or
top-coated – for an abrasion-resistant, clean, and
easily maintained interior look.

14 Manufacturer Qualification Statement and
Quality Standards.
Look for manufacturers that ensure a high standard in customer experience from take off to
delivery.

9 Balanced Construction: 

Laminated panels follow the rules of balanced
construction to reduce the risk of warping.

10 Separate recessed bases: 

Protect the cabinet from moisture, dampness, spills or
wet cleaning. Gives cabinet full support of end panel
and bottom.

SPEC WIZARD
Writing your specifications
for plastic laminate casework is as easy as 1-2-3.
DOWNLOAD SPEC
Download your spec here.
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